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The Warning - Wildfire
Tom: D

           Bm
We´re a wildfire
      A
they try to shut us down
           G
we´re the high flyers
      Gb
they try to pull us back on the ground
           Bm
we are the restless
              A
the ones who can't sleep at night
   G
I say it´s time for a change
   Gb
I say it's time we fight

Verso:
      B
Will you fight with me?
   A
until the very end
       G
cause now that we´re reprimed
      Gb
they don't respect our rights
     B
we stepped out of time
    A
we drew outside the line
    G
they didn't like us
    Gb
so they left us here to die

Pré-Refrão:

G     A        B      Gb
oh oh ohhh oh oh ohohh oh

Refrão:
        B
We´re a wildfire
      A
they try to shut us down
           G
we´re the high flyers
      Gb
they try to pull us back on the ground
           B
we are the restless
              A
the ones who can't sleep at night
   G
I say it´s time for a change
   Gb
I say it's time we fight

Verso:
    B                  A
Will you join this war to perish or to fall
   G
will you stand with me?
  Gb
till we make history
   B
Will you risk the climb?
   A
to earn your wings and fly
  G
soar trough the sky
  Gb
and be free at last

Pré-Refrão:

G     A        B      Gb
oh oh ohhh oh oh ohohh oh

Refrão:
        B
We´re a wildfire
      A
they try to shut us down
           G
we´re the high flyers
      Gb
they try to pull us back on the ground
           B
we are the restless
              A
the ones who can't sleep at night
   G
I say it´s time for a change
   Gb
I say it's time we fight

G              A
It is in our grasp
           G
it is so close
             Gb
but at the same time is far
G
We will fly free
 A
There´ll be no peace
G
until things
Gb
are set right

     Bm           A
More wildfires until you stand down
     G                      Gb
The high flyers will not be pulled back on the ground
         B
We´ll be restless
        A
until things are set right
   G
we say it's time for a change
   Gb
and we will win this fight!

Final:

Acordes


